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It is a widespread practice in applied time series analysis
to difference series one or more times before modeling them when
it appears that without differencing a model to fit the series
would have to be non-stationary.

In some applications this

procedure can be justified as based on prior knowledge of a
physical or behavioral

mechanism~/; but it is my impression that

a more important reason for the procedure's popularity is the
widespread impression that if the true model is non-stationary,
the usual asymptotic distribution theory for its estimated
coefficients breaks down.
Now the usual asymptotic distribution theory does break down
in this case, as has been known since the work of T. W. Anderson
(1959) and J. S. White (1958), who studied the case of a firstorder autoregression with a unit coefficient on the lagged variable.

One cannot estimate a first-order autoregression and use

the usual distribution theory to test the null hypothesis that
the coefficient is one.

However this case is not relevant to the

issue of preliminary differencing of the data, since once the unit

~/

E.g. in modeling price time series in economics where
rational market behavior can be argued to imply random walk
behavior for the price process.

-2coefficient is assumed and the data differenced, there is no
further estimation to be done.

Where differencing might seem

more useful is in a model with

~

unstable roots, e.g.

y(t) • ay(t-l) + by(t-2) + u(t) ,

1)

where

a + b - 1.

Even with stationary

u(t),

is non-stationary, and OLS estimates of

a

y(t)

and

b

a limiting nonsingular joint normal distribution.

in this model
do not have

If we first-

difference the data, we obtain
y(t) - y(t-l) - -b(y(t-l) - y(t-2»

2)

wherein both the differenced

y's and

u

+ u(t) ,

are stationary; we

have avoided non-stationarity by using (2).
The point of this paper is that the estimation of (1) by
OLS, when

u

is serially uncorrelated and stationary, yields

estimates for which the usual asymptotic distribution theory breaks
A

down in a convenient way.

In particular, if

estimates of the parameters of (1) with

a

and

= 1,

a + b

bare OLS
every linear

A

combination of

a

and

b

except

a + b

has an asymptotic normal

distribution which is correctly estimated by the usual formulas.
Thus, e.g., whether or not a + b - 1, we are justified in testing
the hypothesis that

b· 0

by the usual t-statistic.

Further,

leaving the unit root unconstrained has no effect on the asymptotic
A

distribution of other linear combinations of

a

and

b.

One way to explain this apparently paradoxical result is to
consider the sample covariance matrix of the right-hand-side variables in (1), which is proportional to the usual estimate of the

-3variance-covariance matrix of

a

and

b.

As sample size increases,

the ratio of the larger to the smaller eigenvalue of this matrix
increases without bound.

If we scale the matrix by a scalar so

that its inverse converges to a limit, that limit turns out to be
singular.

matri~valued

We can instead scale the matrix by a

function of sample-size so that the "limit" is non-singular (and not
a constant).

Correspondingly, it turns out, we can scale the vector

(a, b) by a scalar so that it converges to a limiting singular normal
distribution, or instead by a matrix so that it converges to a limiting non-normal joint distribution.
linear combination of

a

and

b

Unless we are interested in that
which has zero variance in the

limiting singular distribution, we can legitimately use the limiting singular distribution for forming confidence regions and
hypothesis tests.
Some Lemmas
To demonstrate these results we employ repeatedly the following
two lemmas.
Lemma 1:

The notation "E t-l [u(t)]"

means

tiE [ U (t)1 u (0) , •.• ,u (t - 1)]" •

Suppose:
t

i)

E u(t)

z(t)·

t

and

saO

x(t)·

E c(t-s)u(s);
s-O

E _ (u(t) 2 ) = cr 2 ;
t l

process;

u(t)

an ergodic

-4iv)

v)

Lemma 2:

la(t)1 < B(t);

v. .. r
T

B(t)

monotone decreasing;

T

s-o

z(t)x(t) •

Under assumptions (i) - (iii) of Lemma 1,

T-

2 T

r z(t)2

saO

r~ W(s)2ds , where

converges in distribution to the distribution of
W(s)

is a Weiner process with

W(O) ..

o.

The proof of the first lemma is postponed to an appendix, as
it is fairly long.

The second lemma is a corollary of the martin-

gale central limit theorem for processes with ergodic increments,
as stated, e.g., in Scott (1973) or Billingsley (1968).1/

The

quantity whose convergence in distribution is asserted is a fixed,
well-behaved functional of the functions whose distribution is
asserted by the martingale CLT to converge to that of a Weiner
process on (0,1).

We need to be able to apply these lemmas to a

slightly more general class of processes:
Corollary:

Lemmas 1 and 2 continue to hold it

z*(t) - z(t) + zO(t)
E(z (t»
o

2

and

x

by

z

is replaced by

x*(t) .. x(t) + xO(t),

where

is bounded,

for all s, are included in the conditioning set for the conditional

l/Recent references in this area are Rootzen (1977) and
Hall (1977).

-5expectations in (ii) of Lemma 1.
The corollary is easily verified and the proof omitted.
and

processes

The

represent the effects of initial conditions.

Now if (l) has held from time taO onward, and if

u

in

(1) satisfies the conditions of the lemmas, then it easily is seen
that

y(t)

can be written as the sum of two components, one non-

stationary and behaving as
ary

a~d

behaving as

x*.

z*

in the corollary, the other station-

Using this fact and the lemmas, it is

easy to prove the following result, which is really a digression.
from the path toward our main result:
Proposition 1:
u

If (1) has held from time

=0

t

onward, and if

in (1) satisfies the conditions of Lemma 1, then

4r'

the

matrix of cross products of the right-hand-side variables in (1),
defined by

cT =

l

Ey(t-1)Z

Ey (t-l)y (t-Z)-,

Ey ( t-1) y (t- 2)

Ey(t-2)2

where the limits of summation are

t - 1

J'

to

t - T, satisfies
1

-1

The proof is straightforward and is omitted.
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The Main Result
Theorem:

If

u(t)

in (1) satisfies (ii) and (iii) of Lemma
~

OL5 estimates of
then

a

and

b

..

and

bT are

from (1) from a sample of size

has a limiting normal distribution with mean

T,

o

and

variance
The proof of this result, though not difficult, is long, so
it is postponed to the appendix.
Note that, this result, together with the earlier Proposition,
implies that the usual formulas for confidence intervals and tests
on

c 1 a + c 2b

will be asymptotically correct, unless

c

l

- c .
2

Furthermore, test statistics found from the regression (1), with
levels data, have the same asymptotic distribution as those formed
from (2), using differenced data.
Conclusions
This paper deals explicitly only with the second-order univariate
autoregression of equation (1).

My

main motivation for exploring

this problem is applied work with vector auto regressions involving
many variables and many lags.

It remains to be shown, of course,

that high-order lags and multivariate systems would yield the same
qualitative conclusions as this simple system.

Nonetheless it

appears to me that the main complication to be expected is that
the linear combinations of estimated parameters which have singular
distributions become harder to list.

The practical conclusion, that

the conservative procedure when roots on the unit circle are
suspected is to estimate a model which leaves those roots unconstrained, seems -to me likely to generalize.

It is likely to

generalize also, I would guess, to the nonlinear autoregressions
generated by "ARIMA" models discussed, e.g., in Box and Jenkins (1970)·
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Appendix
Proof of Lemma 1

T T
Var(V ) - t
t E[x(s)z(s)x(r)z(r)].
T
s-l r-l

We can write

the element of this sum with index

s, r.

(i) for

let us write this

z

and

s

s

x' in terms of

u

Consider

Using the expressions in
s, r

element

as
E[

r

r

t
t a(ql)u(s-ql)u(s-qZ)
t
t a(Pl)u(r-Pl)u(r-PZ)].
ql=O qz-O
Pl=O Pz-O

The expected value of the product of the
(ii),

unless two pairs of

0

u-arguments are equal.

occur in the following three ways:

four

(a)

and

(b)

The three cases

overl~p

u's in this sum is, by
This can

ql - qz' PI • PZ;

(c)

in that all three include the case where all

u-arguments are identical.

The sum of all case - (a) terms

is bounded by
a)

s

s

t
t a(q)a(p)lJ 4
q- O p= 0

<
-

=

lJ 4 ( t la (q)
q- 0

Z

I) = Ka

For case (b) the corresponding bound is,
s

b)

for

s

s

~

r,

s

t
t
a(ql)a(ql + r- s h 4
ql-s-r qz-s-r
~

B(s-r)rlJ4( t B(s»
s=O

And for case (c) the bound is

:0

r 114

t
a(ql)a(ql + r-s)
ql "s-r

,. rB(s-r)Rb.
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Thus

-2

... Ka + KC + T ~
-0

T

T

t
t min(s,r)B(/s-r/)
s-l r-1

T
s
T
... K + K + T-2~ t (t rB(s-r) +
t
s B(r-s»
a
C
-0 s-l r-1
r-s+l
-< Ka + KC +

T-2~
-0

T

co

co

t 2T( t B(s»'" Ka + KC + 2~
(t B(s».
-0
.
s-l
saO
saO

Q.E.D.

Proof of the Theorem.

2
+ {c2ty(t-1) - c1ty(t-1)y(t-2)} ty(t-2)u(t)].

+ c1ty(t-2) {y(t-2)-y(t-1)} ty(t-2)u(t)
+ c2ty(t-1) {y (t-1)-y (t-2) } ty(t-1)u(t)].
Now observe that

Tty(t-2)2/ det (C )
T

!

[Var(y(t)-y(t-1»]-1.

-9-

To see this, write

• T[ty(t-l){y(t-l)-y(t-2)} + !(y(t-2)-Y(t- l l}y(t-2) !y(t-l)y(t-2)]-1
.
!y(t-2)
_ T[!{y(t-l)-y(t-2)}2 + !{y(t-l)-y(t-2)}y(t-2)!y(t-2){y(t-2)-y(t-l)}]-1
ty(t-2) 2

_ [1 !{y(t-l)-y(t-2)}2 _ ~ [!{y(t-l)-y(t-~) 1(t-2)/Tl
T

2

(1.

!y(t-2) /T
The first term inside the bracket in the last line above converges

a.s. to

Var(y(t-l)-y(t-2»

by the ergodicity of

second converges in probability to zero by Lemmas 1
This suggests rewriting

ST

u(t), while the
and~2.

once again to get

2
2
• [(cl - (1:y(t-l) /ty(t-2) }c ) t{y(t-l)-y(t-2) }u(t)
2

+T

+T

-

~

.
2
c ty(t-2){y(t-2)-y(t-l)} ty(t-2)u(t)/!y(t-2)
l

-

~

2
c !y(t-l){y(t-l)-y(t-2)} ty(t-l)u(t)/ty(t-2) ].
2

2

Now the first line above we have just found to converge in probability
to

l/Var(y(t)-y(t-l».

The second line, first term obviously

converges in probability to

c - c ' while the second term con2
l
verges in distribution by the martingale CLT to a
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2
N(O, a var(y(t)-y(t-l»

variable.

The last two lines converge in

probability to zero, as can be seen because Lemma 1 applies to both
factors in their numerators and Lemma 2 to their denominators.
Putting these conclusions together yields
dis tributions to

Q.E.D.

2

N(O, a (c

l

foT ST converges in
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